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the legal environment, protecting digital health intellectual property in
software, hardware and business processes, financing a digital health
start up, cybersecurity best practice, and digital health business model
testing for desirability, feasibility, and viability. Digital Health
Entrepreneurship is directed to clinicians and other digital health
entrepreneurs and stresses an interdisciplinary approach to product
development, deployment, dissemination and implementation. It
therefore provides an ideal resource for medical professionals across a
broad range of disciplines seeking a greater understanding of digital
health innovation and entrepreneurship.
SEO for Growth - John Jantsch 2016-09-11
"Search Engine Optimization, also known as SEO, is how people search
and find your website on the Internet. ... SEO is a key growth channel for
your business, but the rules of SEO have changed dramatically in recent
years. To grow your business in today's economy, you need a strong
online presence. But what does that entail exactly? Marketing is no
longer about mass-market advertising and outbound sales; it's about
capturing demand -- grabbing the attention of people already looking to
make a purchase or acquire specific knowledge. To do that, your content
needs to be at the top of Internet search results"--Amazon.com.
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children - Ransom Riggs 2011-06-07
Read the #1 New York Times best-selling series before it continues in A
Map of Days. Bonus features • Q&A with author Ransom Riggs • Eight
pages of color stills from the film • Sneak preview of Hollow City, the
next novel in the series A mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A
strange collection of very curious photographs. It all waits to be
discovered in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children, an
unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling
reading experience. As our story opens, a horrific family tragedy sets
sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of
Wales, where he discovers the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children. As Jacob explores its abandoned bedrooms and
hallways, it becomes clear that the children were more than just
peculiar. They may have been dangerous. They may have been
quarantined on a deserted island for good reason. And
somehow—impossible though it seems—they may still be alive. A spinetingling fantasy illustrated with haunting vintage photography, Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children will delight adults, teens, and
anyone who relishes an adventure in the shadows. “A tense, moving, and
wondrously strange first novel. The photographs and text work together
brilliantly to create an unforgettable story.”—John Green, New York
Times best-selling author of The Fault in Our Stars “With its X-Men: First
Class-meets-time-travel story line, David Lynchian imagery, and rich,
eerie detail, it’s no wonder Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children
has been snapped up by Twentieth Century Fox. B+”—Entertainment
Weekly “‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. Riggs’ chilling,
wondrous novel is already headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll love it
if you want a good thriller for the summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race
to solve it before Jacob figures it out for himself.”—Seventeen
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The Hacker Crackdown, Law and Disorder on the Electronic
Frontier - Bruce Sterling 2013-02
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS. It contains classical
literature works from over two thousand years. Most of these titles have
been out of print and off the bookstore shelves for decades. The book
series is intended to preserve the cultural legacy and to promote the
timeless works of classical literature. Readers of a TREDITION
CLASSICS book support the mission to save many of the amazing works
of world literature from oblivion. With this series, tredition intends to
make thousands of international literature classics available in printed
format again - worldwide.
Designing Data-Intensive Applications - Martin Kleppmann 2017-03-16
Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult
issues need to be figured out, such as scalability, consistency, reliability,
efficiency, and maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming
variety of tools, including relational databases, NoSQL datastores,
stream or batch processors, and message brokers. What are the right
choices for your application? How do you make sense of all these
buzzwords? In this practical and comprehensive guide, author Martin
Kleppmann helps you navigate this diverse landscape by examining the
pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing data.
Software keeps changing, but the fundamental principles remain the
same. With this book, software engineers and architects will learn how to
apply those ideas in practice, and how to make full use of data in modern
applications. Peer under the hood of the systems you already use, and
learn how to use and operate them more effectively Make informed
decisions by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of different tools
Navigate the trade-offs around consistency, scalability, fault tolerance,
and complexity Understand the distributed systems research upon which
modern databases are built Peek behind the scenes of major online
services, and learn from their architectures
Hackers - Steven Levy 2010-05-19
This 25th anniversary edition of Steven Levy's classic book traces the
exploits of the computer revolution's original hackers -- those brilliant
and eccentric nerds from the late 1950s through the early '80s who took
risks, bent the rules, and pushed the world in a radical new direction.
With updated material from noteworthy hackers such as Bill Gates, Mark
Zuckerberg, Richard Stallman, and Steve Wozniak, Hackers is a
fascinating story that begins in early computer research labs and leads to
the first home computers. Levy profiles the imaginative brainiacs who
found clever and unorthodox solutions to computer engineering
problems. They had a shared sense of values, known as "the hacker
ethic," that still thrives today. Hackers captures a seminal period in
recent history when underground activities blazed a trail for today's
digital world, from MIT students finagling access to clunky computercard machines to the DIY culture that spawned the Altair and the Apple
II.
Obviously Awesome - April Dunford 2019-05-14
You know your product is awesome-but does anybody else? Successfully
connecting your product with consumers isn't a matter of following
trends, comparing yourself to the competition or trying to attract the
widest customer base. So what is it? April Dunford, positioning guru and
tech exec, is here to enlighten you.
One Million Followers - Brendan Kane 2018-10-09
Social media expert for big-name companies and celebrities shares
insider advice for reaching a large audience in a short time and growing
a follower base organically.
Digital Health Entrepreneurship - Sharon Wulfovich 2019-06-20
This book presents a hands on approach to the digital health innovation
and entrepreneurship roadmap for digital health entrepreneurs and
medical professionals who are dissatisfied with the existing literature on
or are contemplating getting involved in digital health entrepreneurship.
Topics covered include regulatory affairs featuring detailed guidance on
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Hacking Leadership - Mike Myatt 2013-11-26
Hacking Leadership is Mike Myatt's latest leadership book written for
leaders at every level. Leadership isn't broken, but how it's currently
being practiced certainly is. Everyone has blind spots. The purpose of
Hacking Leadership is to equip leaders at every level with an actionable
framework to identify blind spots and close leadership gaps. The bulk of
the book is based on actionable, topical leadership and management
hacks to bridge eleven gaps every business needs to cross in order to
create a culture of leadership: leadership, purpose, future, mediocrity,
culture, talent, knowledge, innovation, expectation, complexity, and
failure. Each chapter: Gives readers specific techniques to identify,
understand, and most importantly, implement individual, team and
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organizational leadership hacks. Addresses blind spots and leverage
points most leaders and managers haven’t thought about, which left
unaddressed, will adversely impact growth, development, and
performance. All leaders have blind-spots (gaps), which often go
undetected for years or decades, and sadly, even when identified the
methods for dealing with them are outdated and ineffective – they need
to be hacked. Showcases case studies from the author’s consulting
practice, serving as a confidant with more than 150 public company
CEOs. Some of those corporate clients include: AT&T, Bank of America,
Deloitte, EMC, Humana, IBM, JP Morgan Chase, Merrill Lynch, PepsiCo,
and other leading global brands. Hacking Leadership offers a fresh
perspective that makes it easy for leaders to create a roadmap to
identify, refine, develop, and achieve their leadership potential--and to
create a more effective business that is financially solvent and
professionally desirable.
Addictive Content Marketing - William Swain 2019-09-07
Game Changing Content Marketing Techniques That Will Blow Your
Mind! If you are seeking to reach an audience, maximize sales and grow
your brand professionally or personally then content marketing will help
you. Content Marketing is more than just a buzzword. It is science based,
real and proven ways that businesses can use to reach customers without
having to spend big bucks. In fact more than 80% of customers
appreciate learning about a brand or a business through content. The
truth is delivering outstanding content is time consuming and often with
no results in sight. However with a solid understanding and framework
the process becomes much easier. With a great content marketing
strategy you will get much more traffic, attention, and customers. Create
Addictive Content That People Are Literally Glued To In this book you
will discover why Content Marketing is so important, and you'll learn all
about how to grow your brand with it. Discover the tactics and actions
I'm using daily to compel thousands of people to consume content like
crazy. This is perfect for the serious beginner or those wanting to stand
out from the crowd. Discover What Content Marketing Is & How It
Works How To Tell A Compelling Story How To Create Detailed Buyer
Personas Growth Hacking Your Personal Branding Optimize Your
Website For Content Marketing Drive Profitable User Actions How To
Automate The Process Using Software Find Out Where Your Customers
Hangout Online Discover How Your Customers Behave Online And Much,
Much More.... Save yourself hundreds of dollars buying other books,
hiring people or looking for the secret sauce. Read this book instead
The Six Disciplines of Agile Marketing - Jim Ewel 2020-09-07
Transform your organization using Agile principles with this proven
framework The Six Disciplines of Agile Marketing provides a proven
framework for applying Agile principles and processes to marketing.
Written by celebrated consultant Jim Ewel, this book provides a concise,
approachable, and adaptable strategy for the implementation of Agile in
virtually any marketing organization. The Six Disciplines of Agile
Marketing discusses six key areas of practical concern to the marketer
who hopes to adopt Agile practices in their organization. They include:
Aligning the team on common goals Structuring the team for greater
efficiency Implementing processes like Scrum and Kanban in marketing
Validated Learning Adapting to Change Creating Remarkable Customer
Experiences The Six Disciplines of Agile Marketing also discusses four
shifts in beliefs and behaviors necessary to achieving an Agile
transformation in marketing organizations. They include: A shift from a
focus on outputs to one based on outcomes A shift from a campaign
mentality to one based on continuous improvement A shift from an
internal focus to a customer focus
Entrepreneur Revolution - Daniel Priestley 2018-05-11
A no-nonsense, implementable handbook for taking part in the
Entrepreneur Revolution We are living in revolutionary times; times with
an impact as significant and far-reaching as the previous Industrial
Revolution was to the Agricultural Age. Technological shifts have allowed
micro-businesses to compete with large corporations. Small business can
now have a global footprint, can be structured in low tax environments,
move products anywhere in the world, and access unprecedented levels
of support. Entrepreneur Revolution means taking the initiative to do
something that you love, something that you’re good at, and something
that will make you money. This masterclass in gaining an entrepreneurial
mindset will show how to change the way you think, the way you
network, and the way you make a living. Includes new statistics,
activities, case studies, and research Takes a look at how the brain can
affect the entrepreneurial mindset Offers new ideas for entrepreneurs
starting a new business Helps you shake off old ideas and make a great,
independent leap forward This inspiring and practical book shows you
secret-sauce-the-ultimate-growth-hacking

how to break free from The Industrial Revolution mindset, quit working
so hard, follow your dream—and make a fortune along the way.
The Startup Equation: A Visual Guidebook to Building Your Startup Steve Fisher 2015-05-15
Filled with infographics, visuals, and case studies—a vibrant, practical
guide to creating a winning business model for any startup The Startup
Equation leads you step by step through the decisions and data to find
your perfect startup model. You'll learn how to identify your
“entrepreneurial type” and follow the book’s visual roadmap to building
your own successful business plan for your unique dream. The book
provides the blueprint for not only understanding the startup economy,
but the challenges and opportunities for every type of new business.
Steve Fisher is co-founder of the Revolution Factory, a global network
that funds, builds, and launching new products. He is also co-founder of
The Revolution Institute, a global nonprofit that promotes social good. JaNaé Duane is a speaker, strategist, social scientist, artist, creative
economist, and author of How to Start Your Business with $100.
The Startup Growth Book - Andrew Lee Miller 2021-09-14
50+ Proven Ways to Scale Your Business Without a Marketing Budget
Marketing is consistently considered one of the main reasons that
startups fail, and every year, tens of thousands of businesses close simply
because they didn't prioritize marketing early enough. The problem is
that many startup founders believe they cannot do any real marketing
until they can afford it, and that's simply not true, because Marketing
doesn't have to cost a dime! After 15 years handling growth for startups,
Andrew Lee Miller, an accomplished, early-stage startup marketing
expert, who's taken three young companies to multi-million dollar exits,
found that there were tons of valuable growth strategies that could be
implemented that don't cost anything. Bootstrapped Marketing, Growth
Hacking, Organic Marketing and more, all refer to the lesser known ways
of attaining scalable growth for your business without a large "war
chest" for paid advertising, and Andrew has spent over a decade
developing, testing, and proving out the best of the best strategies that
actually work. The Startup Growth Book then is the culmination of
Andrew's 15+ years of in-the-trenches startup growth experience and is
the only business book out there that actually teaches entrepreneurs and
marketers how to build sustainable, scalable growth, channel by channel,
with zero advertising budget. Tried and tested by Andrew himself, this
book directly draws from Andrew's experiences scaling over 100 startups
in over a dozen nations and languages. This book is ideal for young
marketers who want to learn cutting-edge tactics from a master, as well
as new businesses that want to grow organically and prove traction
without spending cash on Paid Advertising. For the first time ever,
Andrew will show you how to scale organically using 10 different
channels. Learn exactly how to launch and scale these channels without
spending money: * Public Relations across all major media channels *
Search Engine Optimization so people can discover you organically *
Email Marketing to master the most effective means of marketing
communication * Social Media Marketing and Influencer Marketing done
right ... and more. After reading this book, you will be able to implement
these lessons to drive growth in your business without needing to
outsource to a Marketing agency, hire a marketing team, or even run any
Facebook ads. Dozens of companies have already implemented Andrew's
growth hacking tactics, and have scaled to millions of dollars in revenue.
Growth Hacking For Dummies - Anuj Adhiya 2020-03-19
Hack your business growth the scientific way Airbnb. Uber. Spotify. To
join the big fish in the disruptive digital shark tank you need to get
beyond siloed sales and marketing approaches. You have to move ahead
fast—with input from your whole organization—or die. Since the early
2010s, growth hacking culture has developed as the way to achieve this,
pulling together multiple talents—product managers, data analysts,
programmers, creatives, and yes, marketers—to build a lean, mean,
iterative machine that delivers the swift sustainable growth you need to
stay alive and beat the competition. Growth Hacking for Dummies
provides a blueprint for building the machine from the ground-up,
whether you’re a fledgling organization looking for ways to outperform
big budgets and research teams, or an established business wanting to
apply emerging techniques to your process. Written by a growth thought
leader who learned from the original growth hacking gurus, you’ll soon
be an expert in the tech world innovations that make this the proven
route to the big time: iteration, constant testing, agile approaches, and
flexible responses to your customers’ evolving needs. Soup to nuts: get a
full overview of the growth hacking process and tools Appliance of
science: how to build and implement concept-testing models Coming
together: pick up best practices for building a cross-disciplinary team
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Follow the data: find out what your customers really want You know you
can’t just stay still—start moving ahead by developing the growth
hacking mindset that’ll help you win big and leave the competition dead
in the water!
Growth Hacking - Raymond Fong 2017
In Growth Hacking: Silicon Valley's Best Kept Secret, growth consultants
Raymond Fong and Chad Riddersen deconstruct the phenomenon used
by Silicon Valley's fast growing tech elite, growth hacking. Raymond and
Chad's framework, the ASP(TM), is an easy to understand blueprint that
empowers any business to apply growth hacking. The ASP(TM) was
developed through their work in the tech community and used to
produce high-leverage, scalable growth for companies in a variety of
industries including several companies featured on ABC's TV show Shark
Tank. If you're looking for creative, cost-effective ways to grow your
business, then ASP(TM) is the answer.
Tribe of Hackers - Marcus J. Carey 2019-07-23
Tribe of Hackers: Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in the
World (9781119643371) was previously published as Tribe of Hackers:
Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in the World
(9781793464187). While this version features a new cover design and
introduction, the remaining content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product. Looking for realworld advice from leading cybersecurity experts? You’ve found your
tribe. Tribe of Hackers: Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in
the World is your guide to joining the ranks of hundreds of thousands of
cybersecurity professionals around the world. Whether you’re just
joining the industry, climbing the corporate ladder, or considering
consulting, Tribe of Hackers offers the practical know-how, industry
perspectives, and technical insight you need to succeed in the rapidly
growing information security market. This unique guide includes
inspiring interviews from 70 security experts, including Lesley Carhart,
Ming Chow, Bruce Potter, Robert M. Lee, and Jayson E. Street. Get the
scoop on the biggest cybersecurity myths and misconceptions about
security Learn what qualities and credentials you need to advance in the
cybersecurity field Uncover which life hacks are worth your while
Understand how social media and the Internet of Things has changed
cybersecurity Discover what it takes to make the move from the
corporate world to your own cybersecurity venture Find your favorite
hackers online and continue the conversation Tribe of Hackers is a musthave resource for security professionals who are looking to advance their
careers, gain a fresh perspective, and get serious about cybersecurity
with thought-provoking insights from the world’s most noteworthy
hackers and influential security specialists.
Growth Hacker Marketing - Ryan Holiday 2014-09-30
A primer on the future of PR, marketing and advertising — now revised
and updated with new case studies "Forget everything you thought you
knew about marketing and read this book. And then make everyone you
work with read it, too." —Jason Harris, CEO of Mekanism Megabrands
like Dropbox, Instagram, Snapchat, and Airbnb were barely a blip on the
radar years ago, but now they're worth billions—with hardly a dime
spent on traditional marketing. No press releases, no TV commercials, no
billboards. Instead, they relied on growth hacking to reach users and
build their businesses. Growth hackers have thrown out the old playbook
and replaced it with tools that are testable, trackable, and scalable. They
believe that products and businesses should be modified repeatedly until
they’re primed to generate explosive reactions. Bestselling author Ryan
Holiday, the acclaimed marketing guru for many successful brands,
authors, and musicians, explains the new rules in a book that has become
a marketing classic in Silicon Valley and around the world. This new
edition is updated with cutting-edge case studies of startups, brands, and
small businesses. Growth Hacker Marketing is the go-to playbook for any
company or entrepreneur looking to build and grow.
Tribe of Hackers Red Team - Marcus J. Carey 2019-07-26
Want Red Team offensive advice from the biggest cybersecurity names in
the industry? Join our tribe. The Tribe of Hackers team is back with a
new guide packed with insights from dozens of the world’s leading Red
Team security specialists. With their deep knowledge of system
vulnerabilities and innovative solutions for correcting security flaws, Red
Team hackers are in high demand. Tribe of Hackers Red Team: Tribal
Knowledge from the Best in Offensive Cybersecurity takes the valuable
lessons and popular interview format from the original Tribe of Hackers
and dives deeper into the world of Red Team security with expert
perspectives on issues like penetration testing and ethical hacking. This
unique guide includes inspiring interviews from influential security
specialists, including David Kennedy, Rob Fuller, Jayson E. Street, and
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Georgia Weidman, who share their real-world learnings on everything
from Red Team tools and tactics to careers and communication,
presentation strategies, legal concerns, and more Learn what it takes to
secure a Red Team job and to stand out from other candidates Discover
how to hone your hacking skills while staying on the right side of the law
Get tips for collaborating on documentation and reporting Explore ways
to garner support from leadership on your security proposals Identify the
most important control to prevent compromising your network Uncover
the latest tools for Red Team offensive security Whether you’re new to
Red Team security, an experienced practitioner, or ready to lead your
own team, Tribe of Hackers Red Team has the real-world advice and
practical guidance you need to advance your information security career
and ready yourself for the Red Team offensive.
Startup, Scaleup, Screwup - Jurgen Appelo 2019-04-16
Real-world tools to build your venture, grow your business, and avoid
mistakes Startup, Scaleup, Screwup is an expert guide for emerging and
established businesses to accelerate growth, facilitate scalability, and
keep pace with the rapidly changing economic landscape. The
contemporary marketplace is more dynamic than ever before—increased
global competition, the impact of digital transformation, and disruptive
innovation factors require businesses to implement agile management
and business strategies to compete and thrive. This indispensable book
provides business leaders and entrepreneurs the tools and guidance to
meet growth and scalability challenges head on. Equal parts motivation
and practical application, this book answers the questions every business
leader asks from the startup ventures to established companies.
Covering topics including funding options, employee hiring, productmarket validation, remote team management, agile scaling, and the
business lifecycle, this essential resource provides a solid approach to
grow at the right pace and stay lean. This book will enable you to: Apply
42 effective tools to sustain and accelerate your business growth Avoid
the mistakes and pitfalls associated with rapid business growth or
organizational change Develop a clear growth plan to integrate into your
overall business model Structure your business for rapid scaling and
efficient management Startup, Scaleup, Screwup: 42 Tools to Accelerate
Lean & Agile Business Growth is a must-read for entrepreneurs,
founders, managers, and senior executives. Author Jurgen Appelo shares
his wisdom on the creative economy, agile management, innovation
marketing, and organizational change to provide a comprehensive guide
to business growth. Practical methods and expert advice make this book
an essential addition to any business professional’s library.
Hacking Sales - Max Altschuler 2016-05-16
Stay ahead of the sales evolution with a more efficient approach to
everything Hacking Sales helps you transform your sales process using
the next generation of tools, tactics and strategies. Author Max
Altschuler has dedicated his business to helping companies build
modern, efficient, high tech sales processes that generate more revenue
while using fewer resources. In this book, he shows you the most
effective changes you can make, starting today, to evolve your sales and
continually raise the bar. You’ll walk through the entire sales process
from start to finish, learning critical hacks every step of the way. Find
and capture your lowest-hanging fruit at the top of the funnel, build
massive lead lists using ICP and TAM, utilize multiple prospecting
strategies, perfect your follow-ups, nurture leads, outsource where
advantageous, and much more. Build, refine, and enhance your pipeline
over time, close deals faster, and use the right tools for the job—this
book is your roadmap to fast and efficient revenue growth. Without a
reliable process, you’re disjointed, disorganized, and ultimately,
underperforming. Whether you’re building a sales process from scratch
or looking to become your company’s rock star, this book shows you how
to make it happen. Identify your Ideal Customer and your Total
Addressable Market Build massive lead lists and properly target your
campaigns Learn effective hacks for messaging and social media
outreach Overcome customer objections before they happen The
economy is evolving, the customer is evolving, and sales itself is evolving.
Forty percent of the Fortune 500 from the year 2000 were absent from
the Fortune 500 in the year 2015, precisely because they failed to evolve.
Today’s sales environment is very much a “keep up or get left behind”
paradigm, but you need to do better to excel. Hacking Sales shows you
how to get ahead of everyone else with focused effort and the most
effective approach to modern sales.
The Great Indian Diet - Shilpa Shetty Kundra 2015-11-24
Why run after the West when we already have the best? Join Shilpa
Shetty Kundra and Luke Coutinho as they tell you just how nutritious
your locally grown and sourced ingredients are and that there’s no need
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to look beyond borders to tailor the perfect diet. The book touches upon
various food categories and not only tells you how to take care of your
nutritional intake but also how to burn fat in the process. The combined
experience of a professional nutritionist and an uber-fit celebrity who
swears by the diet will open your eyes to why Indian food is the best in
the world.
What Customers Crave - Nicholas Webb 2016-10-12
Think you know your customers? You better be more assured than just
thinking you do, because your success depends on it! The best companies
in the world first research exhaustively what their customers desire, and
then they deliver it in memorable and deeply human experiences-resulting in success previously believed to be unachievable. So once
again, how well do you know your customers?In a hyperconnected
economy that is radically changing consumer expectations, this vital
expectation for any successful business is not always easy. But in What
Customers Crave, author and business strategist Nicholas Webb
simplifies this critical task into being able to confidently answer two
questions: What do your customers love? What do they hate?Jam-packed
with tools and examples, this must-have resource helps businesses
reinvent how they engage with customers (both physical and virtual).
Learn how to:• Gain invaluable insights into who your customers are and
what they care about• Use listening posts and Contact Point Innovation
to refine customer types• Engineer experiences for each micromarket
that are not only exceptional, but insanely relevant• Connect across the
five most important touchpoints• Co-create with your customers• And
more!It’s time to reinvent the ways you engage with your customers.
Because when you learn to provide for them exactly what they want, they
not only bring along their wallets but those belong to their friends as
well!
The Transformational Consumer - Tara-Nicholle Nelson 2017-03
This book uses stories and case studies from several industries to show
how companies can rethink their customers, products and services,
marketing, competition, and even their culture. The goal is a positive
customer relationship that results in revenue growth, product innovation,
and employee engagement.
The Skinny Confidential - Lauryn Evarts 2014-03-04
A comprehensive collection of lifestyle information, including tips on
eating, exercising, and fashion.
Even More Top Secret Recipes - Todd Wilbur 2002-12-31
#1 bestselling Top Secret Recipes series! With more than 1.5 million Top
Secret Recipes books sold, Todd Wilbur is the reigning master of
professional-quality clones of America’s best-loved, brand-name foods. In
Even More Top Secret Recipes, Wilbur shares the secrets to making your
own delicious versions of: • McDonald’s ® French Fries • KFC ® Extra
Crispy™Chicken • Wendy’s ® Spicy Chicken Fillet Sandwich • Drake’s ®
Devil Dogs ® • Taco Bell ® Burrito Supreme ® • Boston Market®
Meatloaf • And many more! With a dash of humor, a tantalizing spoonful
of food facts and trivia, and a hearty sprinkling of culinary curiosity,
Even More Top Secret Recipes gives you the blueprints for reproducing
the brand-name foods you love.
Lean Analytics - Alistair Croll 2013-04-15
Offers six sample business models and thirty case studies to help build
and monetize a business.
Lean Change Management - Jason Little 2014-10-03
"Change resistance is a natural reaction, when you don’t involve the
people affected by the change in the design of the change. This book will
help you implement successful change and bypass change resistance by
co-creating change. The book will do that through examples of how
innovative practices can dramatically improve the success of change
programs. These practices combine ideas from the Agile, Lean Startup,
change management, organizational development and psychology
communities. This book will change how you think about change."-Growing Happy Clients - Ward van Gasteren 2020-11-18
As a growth hacker you know how to growth hack. You know how to
discover bottlenecks, measure impact and run experiments. But do you
know as a consultant: - The five principles to handle any and every client
you come across? - How to create internal fans within a company to
ensure your contract gets renewed? - How to rid yourself of the confining
label of Marketing and have a broader impact? If the answer to any of
these questions is ‘no’, then this book is for you. Growing Happy Clients
takes you a step further than the ‘Happily Ever After’ of every growth
hacking book on growth processes. You’ve got your client, you’ve got
your skills, but now you need the abilities to deal with messy situations
and internal challenges. To ensure that you get the hours and tools you
need to guide your client to success. In Growing Happy Clients, we take
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you from kickoff to project reflection, teaching you all the ‘soft skills’ that
separate a successful growth hacker from the rest. Whether you’re a
growth hacker or marketer freelancer, part of an agency or in-house, you
will finish this growth hacking book as a better, more confident growth
consultant, and ready to grow your happy clients. Who is this book for
Freelance growth hackers and marketers Growth Hacking or Marketing
consultants working at an agency or in-house Internal growth hackers or
marketers hoping to implement growth hacking within an organisation
About the Authors Daphne Tideman and Ward van Gasteren have over
ten years of combined experience in working with the fastest growing
scale-ups and the biggest Fortune 500 corporates. Daphne was the first
employee at what became a leading growth hacking agency. Ward was
one of the first certified growth hackers in Europe and has consulted
with 70+ companies as a freelance consultant. Quotes about Growing
Happy Clients "⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ - Must-read for all digital consultants. This book is
a must-read. Not only for growth hacking consultants, but for all
consultants working in the digital space. The book contains great advice,
practical examples and lots of resources. It covers a project with a client
from beginning to end in a very comprehensive manner. Highly
recommended!" "I've thoroughly enjoyed reading Growing Happy Clients
– I can’t help to think it’s going to be massively beneficial for those
starting with growth hacking and additionally for those that think they
know what growth hacking is but actually haven’t got a clue ��." - Abi
Hough, 20+ years of growth and optimization experience "I work as a
marketer and even though I am not a consultant Growing Happy Clients
helped me change the way we approach growth both in terms of project
management and working together with different departments." Fleurine T, Marketer at Goboony
Hacking Growth - Sean Ellis 2017-04-25
The definitive playbook by the pioneers of Growth Hacking, one of the
hottest business methodologies in Silicon Valley and beyond. It seems
hard to believe today, but there was a time when Airbnb was the bestkept secret of travel hackers and couch surfers, Pinterest was a niche
web site frequented only by bakers and crafters, LinkedIn was an
exclusive network for C-suite executives and top-level recruiters,
Facebook was MySpace’s sorry step-brother, and Uber was a scrappy
upstart that didn’t stand a chance against the Goliath that was New York
City Yellow Cabs. So how did these companies grow from these humble
beginnings into the powerhouses they are today? Contrary to popular
belief, they didn’t explode to massive worldwide popularity simply by
building a great product then crossing their fingers and hoping it would
catch on. There was a studied, carefully implemented methodology
behind these companies’ extraordinary rise. That methodology is called
Growth Hacking, and it’s practitioners include not just today’s hottest
start-ups, but also companies like IBM, Walmart, and Microsoft as well as
the millions of entrepreneurs, marketers, managers and executives who
make up the community of Growth Hackers. Think of the Growth
Hacking methodology as doing for market-share growth what Lean StartUp did for product development, and Scrum did for productivity. It
involves cross-functional teams and rapid-tempo testing and iteration
that focuses customers: attaining them, retaining them, engaging them,
and motivating them to come back and buy more. An accessible and
practical toolkit that teams and companies in all industries can use to
increase their customer base and market share, this book walks readers
through the process of creating and executing their own custom-made
growth hacking strategy. It is a must read for any marketer,
entrepreneur, innovator or manger looking to replace wasteful big bets
and "spaghetti-on-the-wall" approaches with more consistent, replicable,
cost-effective, and data-driven results.
The Green Bride Guide - Kate L. Harrison 2008-12-01
Your Wedding: Beautiful and Sustainable. Just Like Your Marriage The
Green Bride Guide has everything eco-conscious couples need to make
their event more sustainable. Green wedding veteran and
environmentalist Kate L. Harrison offers hundreds of eco-friendly choices
in one handy reference. Emphasizing elegance and individual taste, The
Green Bride Guide covers all aspects of the big day and beyond.
Engagement Location Invitations Bridal party attire Flowers The
ceremony The reception Gifts The honeymoon Whether you want to
include just a few green elements in your decor or have a carbon-neutral
wedding with local organic food and a peace silk dress, you'll fi nd the
resources you need to pull it off with panache. And you can plan a
gorgeous green event on any budget - Kate offers options in every price
category. Paired with a website and complete with vendor worksheets,
The Green Bride Guide is an invaluable reference for anyone interested
in planning an elegant, exciting, eco-friendly wedding. Say "I Do" and
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Save The Planet
Start-up Nation - Dan Senor 2011-09-07
START-UP NATION addresses the trillion dollar question: How is it that
Israel-- a country of 7.1 million, only 60 years old, surrounded by
enemies, in a constant state of war since its founding, with no natural
resources-- produces more start-up companies than large, peaceful, and
stable nations like Japan, China, India, Korea, Canada and the UK? With
the savvy of foreign policy insiders, Senor and Singer examine the
lessons of the country's adversity-driven culture, which flattens hierarchy
and elevates informality-- all backed up by government policies focused
on innovation. In a world where economies as diverse as Ireland,
Singapore and Dubai have tried to re-create the "Israel effect", there are
entrepreneurial lessons well worth noting. As America reboots its own
economy and can-do spirit, there's never been a better time to look at
this remarkable and resilient nation for some impressive, surprising
clues.
Top Secret Restaurant Recipes - Todd Wilbur 1997-06-01
#1 bestselling Top Secret Recipes series with more than 4 million books
sold! Every year, Americans spend billions of dollars gobbling up meals
at full-service restaurant chains, inspiring Todd Wilbur to change his
focus from cracking the recipes for convenience store foods to cloning
the popular dishes served at these sit-down stand-bys. Wilbur's knockoffs, absolutely indiscernible from the originals, are selected from
national and regional chains, many drawn from a list of the top ten fullservice restaurant chains, including Houlihan's, Red Lobster, and Pizza
Hut. Also included in this savory cookbook is a special section devoted to
dishes from hot theme restaurants such as Hard Rock Cafe, Planet
Hollywood, and Dive! Recipes include: Applebee's Quesadillas; Denny's
Moons Over My Hammy; Bennigan's Cookie Mountain Sundae; The Olive
Garden Toscana Soup; The Cheesecake Factory Bruschetta;
T.G.I.Friday's Nine-Layer Dip; Pizza Hut Original Stuffed Crust Pizza;
Chi-Chi's Nachos Grande, and many more!
Traction - Gabriel Weinberg 2015-10-06
Most startups don’t fail because they can’t build a product. Most startups
fail because they can’t get traction. Startup advice tends to be a lot of
platitudes repackaged with new buzzwords, but Traction is something
else entirely. As Gabriel Weinberg and Justin Mares learned from their
own experiences, building a successful company is hard. For every
startup that grows to the point where it can go public or be profitably
acquired, hundreds of others sputter and die. Smart entrepreneurs know
that the key to success isn’t the originality of your offering, the brilliance
of your team, or how much money you raise. It’s how consistently you
can grow and acquire new customers (or, for a free service, users).
That’s called traction, and it makes everything else easier—fund-raising,
hiring, press, partnerships, acquisitions. Talk is cheap, but traction is
hard evidence that you’re on the right path. Traction will teach you the
nineteen channels you can use to build a customer base, and how to pick
the right ones for your business. It draws on inter-views with more than
forty successful founders, including Jimmy Wales (Wikipedia), Alexis
Ohanian (reddit), Paul English (Kayak), and Dharmesh Shah (HubSpot).
You’ll learn, for example, how to: ·Find and use offline ads and other
channels your competitors probably aren’t using ·Get targeted media
coverage that will help you reach more customers ·Boost the
effectiveness of your email marketing campaigns by automating
staggered sets of prompts and updates ·Improve your search engine
rankings and advertising through online tools and research Weinberg
and Mares know that there’s no one-size-fits-all solution; every startup
faces unique challenges and will benefit from a blend of these nineteen
traction channels. They offer a three-step framework (called Bullseye) to
figure out which ones will work best for your business. But no matter
how you apply them, the lessons and examples in Traction will help you
create and sustain the growth your business desperately needs.
The Product Book: How to Become a Great Product Manager Product School 2017-05
"Nobody asked you to show up." Every experienced product manager has
heard some version of those words at some point in their career. Think
about a company. Engineers build the product. Designers make sure it
has a great user experience and looks good. Marketing makes sure
customers know about the product. Sales get potential customers to
open their wallets to buy the product. What more does a company need?
What does a product manager do? Based upon Product School's
curriculum, which has helped thousands of students become great
product managers, The Product Book answers that question. Filled with
practical advice, best practices, and expert tips, this book is here to help
you succeed!
secret-sauce-the-ultimate-growth-hacking

The Conversion Code - Chris Smith 2016-02-11
"If you need more traffic, leads and sales, you need The Conversion
Code." Neil Patel co-founder Crazy Egg "We've helped 11,000+
businesses generate more than 31 million leads and consider The
Conversion Code a must read." Oli Gardner co-founder Unbounce "We'd
been closing 55% of our qualified appointments. We increased that to
76% as a direct result of implementing The Conversion Code." Dan
Stewart CEO Happy Grasshopper "The strategies in The Conversion
Code are highly effective and immediately helped our entire sales team.
The book explains the science behind selling in a way that is simple to
remember and easy to implement." Steve Pacinelli CMO BombBomb
Capture and close more Internet leads with a new sales script and
powerful marketing templates The Conversion Code provides a step-bystep blueprint for increasing sales in the modern, Internet-driven era.
Today's consumers are savvy, and they have more options than ever
before. Capturing their attention and turning it into revenue requires a
whole new approach to marketing and sales. This book provides clear
guidance toward conquering the new paradigm shift towards online lead
generation and inside sales. You'll learn how to capture those invaluable
Internet leads, convert them into appointments, and close more deals.
Regardless of product or industry, this proven process will increase both
the quantity and quality of leads and put your sales figures on the rise.
Traditional sales and marketing advice is becoming less and less relevant
as today's consumers are spending much more time online, and
salespeople are calling, emailing, and texting leads instead of meeting
them in person. This book shows you where to find them, how to engage
them, and how to position your company as the ideal solution to their
needs. Engage with consumers more effectively online Leverage the
strengths of social media, apps, and blogs to capture more leads for less
money Convert more Internet leads into real-world prospects and sales
appointments Make connections on every call and learn the exact words
that close more sales The business world is moving away from "belly-tobelly" interactions and traditional advertising. Companies are forced to
engage with prospective customers first online—the vast majority
through social media, mobile apps, blogs, and live chat—before ever
meeting in person. Yesterday's marketing advice no longer applies to
today's tech savvy, mobile-first, social media-addicted consumer, and the
new sales environment demands that you meet consumers where they
are and close them, quickly. The Conversion Code gives you an
actionable blueprint for capturing Internet leads and turning them into
customers.
The Lorax - Dr. Seuss 2013-09-24
Celebrate Earth Day with Dr. Seuss and the Lorax in this classic picture
book about protecting the environment! I am the Lorax. I speak for the
trees. Dr. Seuss’s beloved story teaches kids to speak up and stand up
for those who can’t. With a recycling-friendly “Go Green” message, The
Lorax allows young readers to experience the beauty of the Truffula
Trees and the danger of taking our earth for granted, all in a story that is
timely, playful and hopeful. The book’s final pages teach us that just one
small seed, or one small child, can make a difference. Printed on recycled
paper, this book is the perfect gift for Earth Day and for any child—or
child at heart—who is interested in recycling, advocacy and the
environment, or just loves nature and playing outside. Unless someone
like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.
“Pretty much all the stuff you need to know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President
Barack Obama
Younger You - Kara N. Fitzgerald 2022-01-18
Based on the groundbreaking study that shaved three years off a
subjects' age in just eight weeks, discover a proven, accessible plan to
prevent diseases and reduce your biological age. It’s true: getting older
is inevitable and your chronological age can only move in one direction.
But you also have a biological age, which scientists can measure by
assessing how your genes are expressed through epigenetics. Exciting
new research shows that your bio age can actually move in reverse—and
Dr. Kara Fitzgerald’s groundbreaking, rigorous clinical trial proved it’s
possible. By eating delicious foods and establishing common-sense
lifestyle practices that positively influence genetic expression, study
participants reduced their bio age by just over three years in only eight
weeks! Now Dr. Fitzgerald shares the diet and lifestyle plan that shows
you how to influence your epigenetics for a younger you. In Younger You
you’ll learn: It’s not your genetics that determines your age and level of
health, it’s your epigenetics How DNA methylation powerfully influences
your epigenetic expression The foods and lifestyle choices that most
affect DNA methylation Simple swaps to your daily routines that will add
years to your life The full eating and lifestyle program, with recipes and
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International Securities Exchange "How I Became a Quant should be
must reading for all students with a quantitative aptitude. It provides
fascinating examples of the dynamic career opportunities potentially
open to anyone with the skills and passion for quantitative analysis." -Roy D. Henriksson, Chief Investment Officer, Advanced Portfolio
Management "Quants"--those who design and implement mathematical
models for the pricing of derivatives, assessment of risk, or prediction of
market movements--are the backbone of today's investment industry. As
the greater volatility of current financial markets has driven investors to
seek shelter from increasing uncertainty, the quant revolution has given
people the opportunity to avoid unwanted financial risk by literally
trading it away, or more specifically, paying someone else to take on the
unwanted risk. How I Became a Quant reveals the faces behind the quant
revolution, offering you?the?chance to learn firsthand what it's like to be
a?quant today. In this fascinating collection of Wall Street war stories,
more than two dozen quants detail their roots, roles, and contributions,
explaining what they do and how they do it, as well as outlining the
sometimes unexpected paths they have followed from the halls of
academia to the front lines of an investment revolution.

meal plans, to reduce your bio age and increase vitality How to take care
of your epigenetic expression at every life stage, from infancy through
midlife and your later decades We don’t have to accept a descent into
disease and unwellness as we age as inevitable: when you reduce bio age
you reduce your odds of developing all the major diseases, including
diabetes, cancer, and dementia. With assessment tools for determining
your bio age, recipes, and plans for putting it all into practice,Younger
You helps you repair years of damage, ward off chronic disease, and
optimize your health—for years to come.
How I Became a Quant - Richard R. Lindsey 2011-01-11
Praise for How I Became a Quant "Led by two top-notch quants, Richard
R. Lindsey and Barry Schachter, How I Became a Quant details the
quirky world of quantitative analysis through stories told by some of
today's most successful quants. For anyone who might have thought
otherwise, there are engaging personalities behind all that number
crunching!" --Ira Kawaller, Kawaller & Co. and the Kawaller Fund "A fun
and fascinating read. This book tells the story of how academics,
physicists, mathematicians, and other scientists became professional
investors managing billions." --David A. Krell, President and CEO,
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